The European Association for Evolutionary Political Economy (EAEPE) is glad to announce the 2011 EAEPE SUMMER SCHOOL which will be held at the University of Roma Tre from 4 to 9 July 2011. The Summer School is open to PhD students and young researchers working in particular in the field of institutional economics and evolutionary analysis with a special focus this year on Institutions, Financial crisis, Keynesian economics and Labour economics, Unemployment. However, in the spirit of the EAEPE research areas, many other fields are relevant such as human development, environmental economics, methodology of economics, institutional history, comparative economics, varieties of capitalism, transition economies, institutional change, innovation and technology and all other fields using institutional, multidisciplinary and evolutionary approaches. Lecturers are international scholars well known in the field of institutional economics. Advanced PhD students and young researchers are asked to present their work. Lectures will be held in the morning, and in the afternoon advanced PhD students and young researchers will present their work getting comments and suggestions from experts in the field.

**Summer School Fee** (which includes lunches): **100 €**

**Hotel Accommodation:** Single, double and triples rooms are available, at special prices for the students of the Summer School. First best served policy applies. Rates are approximately the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Type</th>
<th>Price (€)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single room</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double room</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triple room</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 nights: from Sunday 3, to Saturday 9 July. Prices per person.
Some Scholarships covering Summer School Fees only are available.

**Deadline for application:** 1 May 2011
**Successful candidates will be notified by 20 May 2011
**Deadline for accommodation payment:** 10 June 2011

PhD students can apply by sending their CV to tridico@uniroma3.it
Advanced PhD students and young researchers who would like to present their work can apply by sending their CV and their research proposals or papers to tridico@uniroma3.it

For information, PhD students and young researchers willing to attend the EAEPE Summer School are encouraged to submit an abstract for a presentation in the PhD sessions of the next EAEPE conference in Vienna (27– 30 October 2011). Please see [http://eaepe.org/](http://eaepe.org/). Selected attendants will benefit of free conference fees.

**Summer School Professors:**

1. Fadda, Sebastiano - University of Rome III, Italy
2. Jessop, Bob - University of Lancaster, UK
3. Kleinknecht, Alred - University of Delft, Netherland
4. Morgan, Iwan - University of London, UK
5. Sawyer, Malcolm - University of Leeds, UK
6. Signorelli, Marcello - University of Perugia, Italy
7. Stockhammer, Engelbert - Kingston University, UK
8. Tridico, Pasquale - University of Rome III, Italy
9. Tyrowicz, Joanna - University of Warsaw, Poland
10. Wolff, Richard - New School and University of Massachusetts Amherst, USA

**Summer School Key words:** EU, US, Emerging economies, Euro, US dollar, Varieties of capitalism, financial crisis, financialization, finance-dominated accumulation regime, regulation, institutions, unemployment, aggregate demand, labour flexibility, Minsky, Marx, Keynes.